2012 ford bronco

The legendary Ford Bronco returns with cool retro styling, innovative features, and impressive
off-road capabilities. While purists will decry the absence of a V-8 option, they'll applaud the
Bronco's optional manual transmission and many nostalgic details. Its interior layout is simple
but loaded with technology, such as an available The cabin also contains durable, waterproof
surfaces that protect things when the doors and the soft or hardtop roofs are removed. Its
convertible natureâ€”along with two- and four-door body stylesâ€”pits Ford's most rugged SUV
against the popular Jeep Wrangler. With a highly capable chassis and drivetrain, the Bronco
has a legit chance to challenge the Jeep for the trail-rated crown. Those who don't need as
much capability will appreciate the smaller Ford Bronco Sport. Ford resurrects the Bronco
nameplate for , and it emulates the old-school vibe and off-road pedigree of its iconic mid's
predecessors. Now that Ford has revealed the thing, we have a much better idea of its
capabilities and specifications. Due to coronavirus-related supplier issues, the new Bronco
won't arrive in dealerships until summer Our ideal configuration would be a four-door with the
more powerful engine, and it needs to have the off-road hardware to live up to its roots. That
points us towards the Bronco Wildtrack, which comes standard with inch beadlock-capable
wheels and huge inch mud-terrain tires. Sorry, folks. The Bronco doesn't come with eight
cylinders. Instead, you only have the choice of a four-pot or a V-6, but they're strong ones. The
standard engine is a turbocharged 2. The other option is a twin-turbo 2. Ford has confirmed that
the Bronco will eventually offer a hybrid powertrain , too. A speed automatic transmission bolts
to both gas engines, but a seven-speed manual is only compatible with the smaller one. Despite
being handcuffed to the engine with less torque, the seven-speed has a super-low Every Bronco
sends power to Dana front and rear axles through either a standard four-wheel or available
all-wheel-drive system. Other noteworthy equipment options include inch mud-terrain tires,
beadlock-capable wheels, electronic locking front and rear differentials, long-travel dampers,
and a sway-bar-disconnect feature. Until we have a chance to drive the new Bronco, we can't
confirm its capabilities. But its Both the two- and four-door models are rated to tow
poundsâ€”same as the Wrangler. Once those figures are released, and we have the opportunity
to test one on our mile highway route, we can evaluate its real-world mpg. Available with two or
four doors, soft tops or hardtops, and removable body panels, the Bronco offers the same
open-air possibilities that make the Wrangler an outdoor person's delight. The Ford's interior
has a few more innovations than the Jeep, too. For example, the Bronco has a rack built into the
top of its dashboard that allows smartphones and GoPros to be mounted there, where they can
be plugged in to nearby volt outlets. It also has frameless doors that Ford claims are easy to
remove, and the company says the extended-wheelbase four-door models have space onboard
to store all four doors. Since the exterior mirrors are mounted on the base of the windshield,
they're still useable when the doors are taken off. When exposed to the elements, the cabin can
be protected with the available rubberized flooring and marine-grade vinyl upholstery. Those
who want a fancier environment can always opt for leather seating surfaces. The Bronco's
dashboard also boasts a row of rubber switches; an overhead set of auxiliary toggles can be
added, too. While we don't have any details on passenger space or cargo volume, we like the
functionality of the "trail sights" on the tops of each front fender, because not only are they
useful for locating corners during tight maneuvers but they're also tie-downs that have a pound
capacity. Ford's latest in-dash Sync 4 software will power the 8. The setup allows over-the-air
updates and can connect to the cloud and user's smartphone wirelessly. The infotainment
system also supports a host of modern infotainment features that include Apple CarPlay,
Android Auto, and a subscription-based Wi-Fi hotspot. It will be available with a suite of
driver-assistance technology, including automatic high-beams and parking sensors. The
Bronco also has equipment that makes low-speed rock crawling and trail driving easier. Key
safety features include:. Ford provides a competitive limited and powertrain warranty that aligns
with most of its rivals. However, it lacks the complimentary maintenance that some competitors
provide. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. More
on the Ford Bronco. Marc Urbano Car and Driver. The Car and Driver Difference. Advertisement
- Continue Reading Below. The first sport-utility vehicle developed by the company, five
generations of the Bronco were sold from the to model years; a sixth generation of the model
line is an upcoming vehicle to be sold for the model year. Originally developed as a compact
off-road vehicle using its own chassis, [2] the Bronco initially competed against the Jeep CJ-5
and International Harvester Scout. For , Ford enlarged the Bronco, making it a short-wheelbase
version of the F-Series pickup truck; the full-size Bronco competed against the Chevrolet K5
Blazer and Dodge Ramcharger. Following a decline in demand for large two-door SUVs, Ford
discontinued the Bronco after the model year, replacing it with the four-door Ford Expedition
and the larger Ford Excursion. After a year hiatus, the sixth-generation Bronco is a mid-size
SUV for the first time, competing directly against the Jeep Wrangler as both a two-door and a

four-door convertible. From to , the Ford Bronco was manufactured by Ford at its Michigan
Truck Plant in Wayne, Michigan , where it will also manufacture the sixth-generation version.
The idea behind the Bronco began with Ford product manager Donald N. Axelrad, with Lee
Iacocca approving the final model for production in February , after the first clay models were
built in mid Today a compact SUV in terms of size, Ford marketing shows a very early example
of promoting a civilian off-roader as a "Sports Utility" the two-door pickup version. Initially
selling well, following the introduction of the Chevrolet Blazer , Jeep Cherokee , and
International Scout II from to , demand shifted towards SUVs with better on-road capability,
leading to a decline in demand for the Bronco. The first-generation Bronco is built upon a
chassis developed specifically for the model range, shared with no other Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury vehicle. Built on a inch wheelbase sized between the CJ-5 and Scout; only an
inch shorter than the later CJ-7 , the Bronco used box-section body-on-frame construction. To
simplify production, all examples were sold with four-wheel drive; a shift-on the-fly Dana 20
transfer case and locking hubs were standard. A heavier-duty suspension system was an
option, along with air front springs. At its August launch, the Bronco was offered with a
cubic-inch inline six. In March , a hp cubic-inch V8 was introduced as an option. For , a
cubic-inch inline six became the standard engine, offered through To lower production costs, at
its launch, the Bronco was offered solely with a three-speed, column-shifted manual
transmission and floor-mounted transfer case shifter with a floor-mounted transmission shifter
later becoming a popular modification. In a central theme of the first-generation Bronco, styling
was subordinated to simplicity and economy, so all glass was flat, bumpers were straight
C-sections, and the left and right door skins were symmetrical prior to the fitment of
door-mounting hardware. For , three Bronco body configurations were offered, including a
two-door wagon and half-cab pickup, and open-body roadster. However, a large number of
options were offered through both Ford and its dealers, including front bucket seats, a rear
bench seat, a tachometer , and a CB radio , as well as functional items such as a tow bar, an
auxiliary gas tank, a power take-off , a snowplow, a winch, and a posthole digger. For , Ford
introduced the Sport option package for the Bronco wagon. Consisting primarily of chrome
exterior trim and wheelcovers, the Sport package was distinguished by red-painted FORD grille
lettering. To comply with federal regulations, the Bronco was fitted with backup lights and side
marker lamps in and , respectively. After struggling with sales, the open-body Bronco roadster
was withdrawn after the model year. After , the Bronco half-cab was withdrawn; along with its
lower sales compared to the wagon, Ford had introduced the larger Ford Courier compact
pickup. In a minor revision, for , the exterior-mounted fuel tank caps were replaced behind
hinged doors as on all other Ford trucks. Initially offered as a single trim level with a long option
list, for , Ford introduced the Sport option package for the Bronco wagon. For , in line with the
F-Series trucks, the Ranger trim became the top-of-the-line Bronco, offering body stripes,
model-specific wheel covers, cloth seats, woodgrain door panels, and carpeted interior. In a
interior revision, the Bronco Sport and Bronco Ranger adapted the two-spoke steering wheel
from the F-Series. In , race car builder Bill Stroppe assembled a team of Broncos for
long-distance off-road competition. In , a "Baja Bronco" package was marketed through Ford
dealers, featuring quick-ratio power steering, automatic transmission, fender flares covering
Gates Commando tires, a roll bar , reinforced bumpers, a padded steering wheel , and
distinctive red, white, blue, and black paint. In , a Bronco " funny car " built by Doug Nash for
the quarter-mile dragstrip finished with a few low 8-second times, but it was sidelined by
sanctioning organizations when pickups and aluminum frames were outlawed. In a notable
break from a period of downsizing in the American automotive industry, the second-generation
Bronco grew significantly in size, adding 12 inches of wheelbase, approximately 28 inches of
length, 11 inches of width, and 4 inches of height; based on powertrain configuration, the
Bronco gained 1, to 1, pounds of curb weight over its predecessor. The second-generation
Bronco marks the introduction of design commonality with the Ford F-Series and retained the
lift-off hardtop bodystyle for the three-door wagon, though now fiberglass over the rear seat
area only and not a full-length steel top , continued through the withdrawal of the model line. In
spite of its short production cycle only two years , the second-generation Bronco proved
successful, overtaking the Blazer and Ramcharger in sales for the first time; initial demand was
so strong that customers waited several months to receive vehicles from dealers. The second
generation Bronco is based on the Ford F pickup truck chassis â€” sixth generation.
Approximately one foot shorter than the shortest F, the Bronco has a inch wheelbase 12 inches
longer than the previous Bronco. The second generation Bronco is still fitted exclusively with
four-wheel drive; [17] a part-time system was standard with a New Process gear-driven transfer
case with the option of permanent four-wheel drive and a New Process chain-driven transfer
case. The second generation Bronco has a coil-sprung Dana 44 front axle and a leaf-sprung rear

Ford 9-inch axle similar to the later first generation Broncos. The first and second generation
Broncos both have non-independent front suspension solid front axle. Two different V8 engines
were offered for the second generation Bronco: the 5. While offering virtually the same
horsepower output, the produced a higher torque output over the M. As the V8 was restricted to
rear-wheel drive F-Series trucks, it was not offered in the Bronco. For , Ford added emissions
controls to its light-truck engines; the Bronco gained a catalytic converter among other
equipment in both engine configurations. Replacing the multiple body configurations of the first
generation, the second-generation Bronco was offered solely as a 3-door wagon with a lift-off
rear hardtop. During its development as Project Shorthorn, a central requirement by Ford was to
adopt bodywork from the F with minimal modification. Retaining the wagon body from its
predecessor, Ford designers shifted from a full-length hardtop as with the previous Bronco and
on the Jeep CJ-7 to a lift-off hardtop from behind the B-pillars. Designed by Dick Nesbitt, the
configuration achieved higher commonality with the F sharing the doors and overhead roof
stamping ; attention was focused on minimizing leaks around the top seals a problem related to
the design of the K5 Blazer hardtop of the time. Coinciding with its commonality with the F, the
second-generation Bronco introduced features new to the model line for the first time, including
air conditioning, radio, and tilt steering. For , the Bronco saw little change from models. Along
with the F-Series, rectangular headlamps introduced on the Ranger trim for became standard on
all Broncos. In an interior revision, captain's chair front seats became an option. For the
second-generation Bronco, the model line adopted the same trim nomenclature as the F-Series.
For , as with the F-Series trucks, Customs were fitted with round headlamps while Ranger XLTs
had rectangular units, which became standard for all Broncos for Featuring tricolor striping and
blacked-out exterior trim, the package featured revised exterior striping for Beginning
production development in [16] before its predecessor was released for sale the â€” Bronco
was designed to address many concerns that held the â€” Bronco out of production. Nominally
shorter and lighter, the Bronco was designed to adopt a more efficient powertrain while
retaining its full-size dimensions. Both transfer cases were replaced with a New Process
version. For the first time since , the Bronco came with an inline-six engine as standard; the 4.
The V8 was discontinued, with the M taking its place and the V8 making its return as the
base-equipment V8. As with its â€” predecessor, the â€” Bronco shares much of its external
sheetmetal with the F-Series pickup line, with the same parts from the doors forward. Based on
a design proposal originally used in the development of the previous-generation Bronco, the
B-pillar of the roofline was modified slightly to produce an improved seal for the hardtop. For ,
the Bronco saw a slight facelift as it adopted Ford's blue oval emblem, taking the place of
"F-O-R-D" lettering on the hood, [27] and the bronco horse was removed from the fender
emblems. The â€” Bronco adopted the same trim levels as the Ford F-Series pickups. In , Ford
added an Eddie Bauer trim package for the Bronco. Outside of the US, the third generation
Bronco was also assembled in Australia by Ford Australia , utilizing locally produced 4. For the
model year, the fourth-generation Bronco was designed as a short-wheelbase version of the
eighth-generation Ford F Sharing its chassis with the previous generation, the Bronco was
given a number of updates to both the exterior and interior. Sharing a common front fascia with
the F-Series, the Bronco received a reshaped front bumper, flatter front grille, and reshaped
hood; composite headlamps replaced the previous sealed-beam units. In another body revision,
the wheel openings were reshaped. The interior was given redesigned front seats, door panels,
dashboard and controls including a new steering wheel , and instrument panels. The Bronco
returned its 4. V8 engines from the previous generations; first introduced on the 5. In the
interest of safety, rear-wheel anti-lock brakes ABS became standard for the model. To
commemorate 25 years of production, Ford offered a Silver Anniversary Edition Bronco for the
model year. A cosmetic option package, the Silver Anniversary Edition featured Currant Red
exterior paint package exclusive and a gray leather interior the first time leather seating was
available for a Bronco. For through , the Nite option package featured a completely blacked-out
exterior with contrasting graphics. Alongside the top-line Eddie Bauer trim, both special
editions were available only with a V8 engine and automatic transmission. For the model year,
the fifth-generation Bronco followed the design development of the ninth-generation Ford F
Again retaining the chassis introduced for the model year, the front fascia of the Bronco
adopted additional aerodynamic revisions. While designed with a larger grille, front bumper,
and headlight units, the front fascia was given a slightly rounded design. The interior again saw
updates to the dashboard and instrument panel, with the addition of leather front seats as an
option for XLT and Eddie Bauer trims as well as optional remote keyless entry with an anti-theft
alarm. After having power windows and locks as an option throughout the s, power mirrors
were offered for the first time for The fifth generation introduced additional changes related to
safety. In the aftermath of the safety upgrades, the Bronco was no longer able to be marketed as

a lift-off hardtop from a legal standpoint. While still physically possible, the hardtop contained
the upper mounts to the rear-seat seatbelts and the wiring to the center brake light. To
discourage owners from doing so, Ford removed all literature in the vehicle owner's manual
related to the removal of the hardtop. To further inhibit its removal, Ford secured the hardtop in
place with Torx "tamper proof" bolts requiring special tools to remove. The fifth-generation
Bronco carried over the previous 4. V8 engines from the previous generation. For , the Bronco
became powered solely by V8 engines, as the 4. The monochrome Nite edition was again
available, though was its last offering. Monochrome paint versions were reintroduced from
model to , as the XLT Sport variant of the Bronco available in black, red, or white. Another
variant of the XLT was a two-tone light teal green and white charcoal gray interior ;
approximately were produced each year. The Eddie Bauer outdoors-themed edition made its
return, offered from to Again combining nearly every option for the Bronco with a trim-specific
exterior and interior combination, the Bronco Eddie Bauer introduced an overhead console for
along with lighted sun visors and an auto-dimming rearview mirror both offered as option on
the XLT. The last fifth-generation Bronco built rolled off the Wayne, Michigan assembly line on
June 12, Simpson police chase, as sales of the model line had been in decline previous to the
incident. As the Bronco was produced solely as a two-door wagon after , all four-door Broncos
were developed and produced on a license-built basis by the aftermarket. During the s and early
s, Centurion Vehicles, a converter specializing in Ford trucks based in White Pigeon, Michigan ,
[35] constructed the Centurion Classic , a four-door version of the fourth- and fifth-generation
Bronco. In the construction of each Classic, Centurion would mate the cab of an F-Series
crew-cab pickup from the C-pillar forward to body of a Bronco from the B-pillar rearward ,
including the rear quarter panels, hardtop, and tailgate of the SUV. Centurion Vehicles offered
two models of the Classic: the C based on the Ford F chassis, with optional four-wheel drive
and the C based on the F, four-wheel drive was standard. The C was offered with 5. Simpson
was followed in a low-speed police chase on Interstate , ending in his eventual surrender. Ford
released the sixth generation Bronco for model year [45] , after the nameplate's year hiatus.
Styling recalls many elements from the â€” series, and the design chief's Bronco was digitally
scanned as a reference during the design process. For the first time, the Bronco is a mid-size
SUV, bringing its chassis and powertrain closer in size to the Ford Ranger. Ford showed a
pre-production prototype to a group of dealers in March Simpson 's birthday [55]. Production
was scheduled alongside the Ford Ranger at Michigan Assembly Plant in Wayne, Michigan , the
production facility of the previous five generations. On each of these, vehicles, a "Bronco" and
a "bucking horse" emblem on the tailgate and steering wheel replace the Ford Blue Oval. The
standard engine is a 2. The 2. A warthog model with a 3. This model makes hp and lb ft.
Recalling the original Bronco Roadster, removable doors with frameless glass combined with a
detachable roof allow open-air driving on both two- and four-door models, each with both a The
body-on-frame construction uses front twin A-arm independent suspension and a rear five-link
coilover suspension and a solid axle. The front sway bar features a hydraulic disconnect to
increase articulation when crawling, automatically reconnecting when brought back to speed.
An option package, marketed as Sasquatch, includes inch tires, the largest of any production
vehicle. Standard equipment includes Dana axles with front and rear electronic differentials,
both user-lockable via dashboard switches. Optional equipment includes a terrain management
system, marketed as G. The system calibrates throttle response, four-wheel drive, traction
control, and transmission shifts to maximize traction when offroading. The available Trail
One-Pedal Drive automatically applies and holds the brakes when the driver lifts off the gas
pedal, removing the need for left-foot braking and preventing unexpected rollbacks. The
sixth-generation Bronco also offers Trail Turn Assist, which utilizes the torque-vectoring
system to help the vehicle turn in tight offroad corners. An optional topographical map
software, marketed as Trail Maps , allows owners to share smartphone-downloaded topo maps
to the vehicle's In-car entertainment system and record a video of trail runs, display telemetry or
map data, and upload to the cloud. An action mount on the front dash to allow for phone and
camera mounting, waterproof switches and rubber floors are also available. According to Ford,.
Exterior paint is a specially formulated Golden Saddle Pearl and modifications include an
NHRA-approved roll bar with integral headrests, a windshield designed to complement the
contour of the roll bar, walnut appliques on the rear side panels and exposed chrome exhaust
pipes. Custom interior appointments include a walnut steering wheel and front bucket seats
with russet suede bolsters and perforated leather cushions and seatbacks. The instrument
panel is trimmed with suede padding and outfitted with walnut-trimmed control knobs. Jump
seats have been added to the rear compartment over the wheels and a tonneau cover for rear
compartment protection was added for attachment with quick-fastening snaps. The Wildflower,
a specially customized version of Ford Division's popular four-wheel-drive Bronco, is sure to be

one of the most colorful show cars on display at automobile shows this year. The dominant
exterior characteristic of the Wildflower is the lively multi-colored paint treatment. The
psychedelic design of blues, yellows and reds is topped off by a pink grille. Foreshadowing the
Bronco, the Shorthorn was built on the chassis of a shortened F The prototype used a Chevrolet
Blazer fiberglass removable top, and married the rear fenders directly to the front doors. We had
an idea that just short-stamping the box inner and outer would let us marry the rear pieces to
the B-Pillar. So, this idea was not feasible for production, but was OK for a prototype for proof
of concept. To make the fiberglass rear roof, we stripped the top off of a Chevrolet Blazer and
mated it to the top of the Ford pickup box. This roof retained the liftgate from the Blazer. The
idea for the front of the roof was to have a pseudo Targa-style roof contour that swept across
the roof. George Peterson notes that "The Widehorn was six-inches wider than the standard
F-Series and had to have running lights on top of the roof for clearance regulation reasons.
Built on a Bronco chassis, it included "a pair of expansive Plexiglas bubble doors that were
removable and that had a vague resemblance to the expanse of clear plastic that passed for
four-weather doors on the Dune Duster. It included a rollbar that â€” though likely not NHRA
certified and though integrated with side louvers and lights â€” still had a rough airfoil shape
like the Dune Duster's. It included side pipes like the Dune Duster's. It included fold-up bench
seats for bed seating like the Dune Duster's In addition, the Montana Lobo included foam
bumpers, a winch integrated into the front bumper, a retractable loading ramp built into the
tailgate, storage compartments integrated into the bed sides, a T-top roof, and a massive tinted
window between the cab and the bed that slid open. Built on a Ford Escort platform, the DM-1
concept was a "4-wheel drive concept vehicle was the winning design in a Ford sponsored
contest for industrial art students. Derek Millsap, who created the 5-seat sport-utility vehicle,
lent his initials to the Bronco DM-1 name. The bulbous body was made of steel-reinforced
fiberglass, and the large hatch extended into the roof. Inspired by the first-generation â€” Ford
Bronco, the concept adapted a short wheelbase, round headlamps, and squared-off roofline; the
concept marked one of the first uses of a three-bar grille on Ford vehicles. Using a minimalist
exterior design, the Bronco design was unveiled alongside a Shelby Cobra Concept at the same
show. Replacing ControlTrac II , an "Intelligent" 4-wheel drive system was intended for
improved stability and fuel economy. Dwayne Johnson 's character drives the Bronco concept
in his movie, Rampage. At the Baja , Ford introduced the Ford Bronco R prototype with the
drivetrain of the new as-yet unreleased Bronco with the intent of testing the engine,
transmission and four wheel drive system to be used in the production-spec sixth-generation
Bronco. The Baja was thought to be the perfect test for the new off-road vehicle Ford is
producing, with miles of some of the world's roughest terrain. The race was also tougher after
being delayed for 24 hours due to excessive rainfall in the days before the event. With the
excessive rainfall, one of the Class One co-drivers Ford used in the race referred to it as the
"Mud Bog The Bronco R team made a stop every miles to swap drivers, as well as checking the
vehicle's condition and making sure there were no repairs needed at the time. Ford did not
disclose details of the engine used in the Bronco R. The only information that is known was that
the engine was a twin-turbo EcoBoost engine. When it came to the four-wheel drive system, the
vehicle experienced no issues with muddy sections of the course. While the drivers only had to
use four-wheel drive with low gearing to get out of thick mud, the Bronco R stopped multiple
times along the course to tug other competitors out of the mud, including a near 6, pound
trophy truck. While the Bronco R's engine, transmission and four-wheel drive held up with no
issues, many of the aftermarket suspension components did not fare the same. Around mile of
the mile journey, the passenger side spindle, lower-control arm and CV joint had been
destroyed. The team was able to fix most issues and were able to continue the race until around
mile , when the engine cooling fans began giving out one fan had completely seized up, while
the other was not working at max speed causing the Bronco R to overheat and needing to be
towed about eight miles to the next filling station. After about 30 minutes of working on the
Bronco R to try to get it back on course, Ford pulled the vehicle out of the race due to severe
mechanical issues. Media related to Ford Bronco at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. American sport-utility vehicle. Motor vehicle. Main article: O. Simpson Ford
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after more than two decades in hiding. The big Bronco is aimed squarely at off-roaders
including the Jeep Wrangler and Toyota 4Runner, and it features one of the most eye-catching
designs we've seen in years. SUVs are more popular than ever before, and we're glad to have
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trail. Also like the Jeep, the Bronco is available in two- and four-door body styles. The Bronco
offers a pair of turbocharged engines, four-wheel drive, and a seven-speed manual transmission
for those who want to row their own gears. The Bronco's pseudo-retro exterior design carries
on inside the cabin, with lots of classic touches to complement the modern features, driver aids
and in-car tech. One of the coolest SUVs around adds spice to the off-road segment. Since the
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